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‘We are driven by a constant desire to find ways
of improving our globes, not to find ways of making
them cheaper’, says Torsten Oestergaard. His son Niklas
adds: ‘Every single person in our company lives for this
product and aspires to build the best globe in the world’.

Unbelievable but true:
With a diameter of up to two metres,

the large globes from the Magnum 
product range display the world with 

unseen precision. 

Along with state-of-the-art engineering and traditional 
craftsmanship, one thing stands out especially at 
COLUMBUS: a myriad of diverse and incredibly intrigu-
ing globes. They range from Mini Globes up to XXL 
versions with an incredible diameter of two metres. 
There are black globes, golden globes, silky shimmering 
globes, levitating globes, talking globes and globes 
communicating through Bluetooth.

THE WHOLE WORLD IN GOOD HANDS

The special charm comes from the fact that traditional 
craftsmanship produces the most impressive models, 
despite all modern technology.
First, the glassblower creates a beautiful crystal glass 
sphere with small bursts of air. Once cooled down, it is 
meticulously glued by hand. Twelve segments of the 
globe are hand-applied so accurately as to create a 
perfect replica of the world. This is an especially 
demanding task since the segments must be perfectly 
aligned despite the minute imbalances of mouth-blown 
spheres, which are invisible to the naked eye. Not many 
people have the necessary dexterity – at COLUMBUS, 
this is a female métier as women have a better sense of 
touch according to experts.

Once the glue holding the world together has dried, the globe 
is polished first, then finished, and finally, it shines in full 
glory when placed on a pedestal made of metal, stainless 
steel or mahogany and installed with lighting. 

The globe is such an authentic replica 
of the world, so close to reality, that it 
has something magical
about it. 

Copernicus would have loved it, 
and we too are absolutely fascinat-
ed by it or rather, by them. Because 
luckily, there is not just one world 
sphere but many. In our eyes, the 
most beautiful ones are made by 
COLUMBUS in Upper Swabia. 

rauchenwies is a tranquil town near Lake 
Constance. It might seem like an insignificant 
spot on the map. And yet, it is here where a 
creation story unfolds almost daily because 
Krauchenwies is home to the oldest still 

producing globe manufacturer in the world, COLUMBUS. 
Founded more than a hundred years ago by Paul Oester-
gaard, the factory has always remained family-run. 
Today, great-grandson Torsten is the master of globes 
and his son Niklas lends him his advice and support.



BRILLIANT IDEA

GOOD TO KNOW

Like father, like son and grandson, great-grandson, great-great-grandson…
It all began with Paul Oestergaard, a teacher and publisher from Denmark. He was the first manufacturer to start 
the serial production of globes in Berlin in 1909. He was succeeded by his son Paul Oestergaard Jr. in 1942, who 
expanded the company and opened up a plant in Stuttgart. In the mid-50s, he offered the German Republic a world 
first: For the first time, one globe could display two maps with the Duo globe. In 1963, the third generation joined 
the company with Peter Oestergaard. The trained mechanical engineer was instrumental in the development of the 
next innovation, the Duplex globe, introduced in 1965. The 80s and 90s were turbulent years. As many countries 
besides Germany drew new borders, globes could hardly keep up with this rapid development. But meanwhile, 
Torsten Oestergaard was active in the company too, which he and his father relocated to Krauchenwies. By stream-
lining production, he quickly helped COLUMBUS to an industry-leading position. In 2000, the first levitating globe 
was yet another highlight. Almost in parallel, COLUMBUS introduces the first large globes with a diameter of up to 
two metres. Talking globes hit the market a few years later, which can report on world affairs with an audio pen. 
Also, the first 4D globe app that can project a fourth dimension above the globe. And finally, representing the fifth 
family generation, Niklas Oestergaard’s first major success in 2015: thanks to him further developing the audio pen, 
you have access to information from six different categories. You can even cast documentaries on countries to 
your phone, tablet or television through Bluetooth. 
We are positive that the story does not end here…

Your favourite places
on your favourite globe.
Every globe featuring 
Swarovski Zirconia comes 
with a ‘Made with 
Swarovski Zirconia’ label, 
thus proving the authentici-
ty and value of your globe.

One globe, two faces: Unlit, the Duo Alba™ shows its subtle charm. It features a political map as well as a relief 
map of the sea. Illuminate the globe – the face is transformed: The oceans shine in classical blue and the conti-
nents boast their mountains and valleys thanks to so-called relief shading.  

As if that weren’t enough, COLUMBUS 
recently came up with another highlight: 
hand-crafted globes which are embel-
lished with original Swarovski Zirconia. 
These special stones are produced 
according to the strict diamond cutting 
standards of the Gemological Institute of 
America (GIA), the globally recognised 
institute for the classification of 
diamonds. Their unbelievable brilliance 
makes them almost indistinguishable 
from a diamond. Hence the reason why
the creation of the first model with 
Swarovski Zirconia highlighting every
metropolis on the globe was met with
great enthusiasm. ‘A globe already acts 
like a magnet in your living room. 

Visiting friends often walk straight 
towards the globe, and this gets you 
talking about your last trip or one you 
would like to go on’, Torsten Oester-
gaard raves. ‘And then try to imagine 
how mesmerising such a refined globe 
is’. We agree and have come up with an 
idea together with the Oestergaard 
family: You can now create your own 
world with original Swarovski Zirconia 
stones on the places dearest to your 
heart. Which places conjure up your 
fondest memories? Where do your 
beloved ones live? Which dream 
destinations do you keep in your heart? 
Isn’t every thought in your mind right 
now worth a stone? Think about how it 

must feel to trace all these places with 
your finger and as a result, to feel more
connected with them and a step closer 
to them…



COLUMBUS ARTLINE™
Bold, cunning and aesthetic 

as well as expression of an individual lifestyle

In 1994, COLUMBUS was already 

causing astonishment with the 

ARTLINE™ series. Having moved 

away from traditional maps to-

wards a morn display of the world, 

its launch was a big success. The 

beauty of knowledge – that was 

the message back then. Today, the 

models can even be purchased with 

Swarovski Zirconia. Cutting-edge 

print technology provides for the 

use of metal particles in printing 

texts as well as the use of pure 

Pantone Orange and natural white. 

5140344040

Ill.: ARTLINE™ Stonegrey, Desktop Globe Regent Stain-
less Steel, 40cm Globe ball Acrylic

Ill.: Steelblue, Pink, Orange und Green
Choose your favorite color



COLUMBUS DUO ALBA™
A perfect synthesis of aesthetics, design and functionality

The trend colour white lends the map 

of Duo Alba™ a modest yet charming 

look. It displays a political map and a 

relief map of the sea. Illuminating the 

globe doesn’t only change the map but 

also its character. The oceans shine in 

classical blue, and the continents boast 

their mountains and valleys thanks 

to sculptural-looking relief shading. 

The globe – even after a hundred 

years, it is still in vogue according to 

the jury at Paperworld in Frankfurt as 

it voted the Duo Alba™ the trend pro-

duct of the year. The jury generously 

remarked on the Duo Alba™: ‘The Duo 

Alba™ is characterised by a timeless 

and classical elegance in modern 

shapes; produced by COLUMBUS, the 

oldest globe manufacture in the world’. 

5140344040

Ill.: DUO ALBA™, Floor Globe Regent Stainless Steel, 
40cm Globe ball Glass
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COLUMBUS DUORAMA™
It communicates knowledge, showcases cosmopolitanism 

and broadens horizons

Mountains and mountain ranges visibly 

protrude thanks to high-precision fine 

grid printing. Seemingly three-dimen-

sional, the fascinating Duorama™ map 

adds to this unique experience and 

shows the various altitudes and the 

structure of the ocean floor at first 

glance with finely drawn relief shading.

Once illuminated, gentle colour 

gradations indicate the politi-

cal borders around the world. 

40344040

Ill.: DUORAMA™, Floor Globe Mikado Stainless Steel, 
40cm Globe ball Acrylic
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COLUMBUS DUO™
Timeless fascination in classical tradition

The Duo™ map undergoes an elabo-

rate design process. Only after 24 

print runs does it obtain its charac-

teristic look. In addition to vibrant 

colours, the illuminated globe boasts 

a harmoniously coloured political 

map and an unrivalled abundance of 

information. The illuminated globe 

gives you a physical map; unlit, it 

presents you with a political map.

5140344040 30

Ill.: DUO™, Desktop Globe Regent Stainless Steel, 
51cm Globe ball Acrylic
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COLUMBUS DUO AZZURRO™
Modern interpretations create timeless elegance 

The unlit globe reveals deep blue 

oceans. When illuminated, the entire 

structure of the seabed, the depths, 

the volcanoes and the sea basins 

come to the fore.  The continents are 

framed by a brilliant blue vignetting, 

making the globe even more visually 

appealing. But this effect is not only 

used on the oceans. Onshore, too, 

one is met by harmoniously coloured 

countries and borders of the world. 

Sculptural, almost three-dimensional 

mountains and valleys come to the 

fore once the globe is illuminated.       

In recognition of outstanding pub-

lishing work, the Duo Azzurro™ is 

awarded the ITB Book Award by Messe 

Berlin as part of the 2016 ITB Berlin.

5140344040

Ill.: DUO AZZURRO™, Desktop Globe Regent Stainless 
Steel, 40cm Globe ball Acrylic

Ill. illuminated
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COLUMBUS ROYAL™
The one with the special charm

The Royal™ map exudes a unique 

warmth with its nostalgic style. It fea-

tures the current political map when 

unlit. Once illuminated, the mountain 

zones and hill ridges are accentuated.

Our Royal™ model was voted manu-

factured product of the year 2015 

in the category consumer goods 

and was thus awarded the ‘deutsche 

Manufakturensiegel’, a seal given 

to true German manufacturers. 

In recognition of outstanding publi-

shing work, the Royal™ globe is awar-

ded the ITB Book Award by Messe 

Berlin as part of the 2018 ITB Berlin.

40344040

Ill.: ROYAL™, Desktop Globe Imperator Brass, 
40cm Globe ball Glass
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COLUMBUS IMPERIAL™
A beautiful, artfully designed globe is a sign of style

The history of globes goes far back.

In olden times, the globe

was already a means of self-ex-

pression or as an object of prestige

besides its original purpo-

se of being an ostensive mo-

del for teaching and science. 

Still unknown in Christian Europe, 

the learned man Martin Behaim from 

Nuremberg was the first to create a 

demonstrative model of the earth. 

Made of wood, bronze or copper, 

history didn’t only produce practi-

cal globes but also downright artful 

and precious models. There is a lot 

to discover on our new hand-drawn 

Imperial™ map. The observer is taken 

into a historical world with fascina-

ting frigates, sea monsters, beautiful 

compass roses and international flags.

51403440

Ill.: IMPERIAL™, Large Floor Globe Eminence 
American Walnut, 100cm Globe ball
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COLUMBUS DUO ALBA™
The globe – an intriguing eyecatcher –

elegant, sophisticated and informative

The production of these globes made 

of mouth-blown crystal glass sphe-

res is characterised by outstanding 

craftsmanship. These models are 

masterpieces of traditional globe ma-

nufacturing. During the manufacturing 

process, nothing is left to chance. 

With a unique globe in mind, manual 

labour is performed with the highest 

possible precision – production speed 

is of lesser importance here. A mas-

terpiece needs to be created at any 

cost. Manufacturing a mouth-blown 

crystal glass sphere is so demanding 

that only a few remaining glass artists 

rise to the challenge. That’s why it 

takes several days, a lot of experience, 

expertise and passion to bring toge-

ther the select materials to make a 

cartographic and optical masterpiece.

Ill.: DUO ALBA™, Floor Globe Imperator Stainless Steel, 
40cm Globe ball Acrylic with Swarovski Zirconia

4040
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COLUMBUS DUO™
A lifelong companion

We exclusively use fine woods such 

as wenge, macassar, walnut and beech 

wood. Hereby, we treat nature with 

respect. It took the rainforest over 100 

million years to present all its beauty 

and diversity. Humanity managed to 

destroy almost half of it within 40 

years. That’s why we only use wood 

from proven ecologically, economically 

and socially sustainable forestry.

51 60 77

Ill.: DUO™, Large Floor Globe Harmony 
American Walnut, 77cm Globe ball

Ill. illuminated
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COLUMBUS DUO ALBA™
Experience craftsmanship anew

Charcoal burning is one of 

the oldest human crafts. 

Experienced carpenters char the surfa-

ce of our massive oak the tradition way

and then scrub it clean with a stain-

less steel brush. During the next step,

the wood is refined with sil-

ver-grey coloured lime to achie-

ve an unparalleled look. 

Nowadays, where industrial mass pro-

duction has reached almost all areas 

of life, hand-manufactured products 

stand for exclusivity. For hand-made 

globes of exceptional value and quality.

51 60 77

Ill.: DUO ALBA™, Large Floor Globe Harmonie Oak 
charcoal burned, 77cm Globe ball

Ill. illuminated
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COLUMBUS MAGNUM™
The world’s biggest globe produced in series

The Magnum™ is elevated from a 

seeming object of prestige to an 

educational and fascinating source 

of knowledge thanks to the abun-

dance of information it offers. The 

many hours of work, the passion 

and the craftsmanship which are 

necessary for its production, its im-

pressive size, its simple elegance and 

its exceptional quality make it truly 

special – unique and inimitable.

77 100

Ill.: DUORAMA™, Large Floor Globe Magnum Stainless 
Steel, 77cm Globe ball

Ill.: DUO™, Large Floor Globe Magnum Stainless 
Steel, 100cm Globe ball



COLUMBUS BLACK SERIES™
The name alone is impressive

A first glance reveals: The Black Se-

ries™ models by COLUMBUS are ever-

ything but normal. Moreover, they are 

unique. The level of innovation is just 

as captivating as its look. The inter-

play of pure silver and sleek shades of 

black almost instils this luxurious globe 

with a magnetic pull. Puristic, clear 

and well-balanced proportions awaken 

the passion for these unique gems.

We are happy to make your Black Se-

ries™ models so individual as to have 

it display your personal special  places 

from your world too – either with a 

flawless diamond or a special jewel.

60

Ill.: BLACK SERIES™, Large Floor Globe Radiant Stain-
less Steel, 60cm Globe ball

Ill. non illuminated
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COLUMBUS BLACK SERIES™
One of life’s gems

One big advantage a globe has over 

a map is that it can simultaneously 

conserve the shapes, areas, angles 

and distances at scale. All areas as 

well as the lines of latitude and lon-

gitude are made to real world scale. 

These standards can’t all be met by 

a map since the surface of a sphere 

can’t be rolled out on a flat surface. 

Yet another advantage globes bring to 

table is their visual clarity when dis-

playing distances, for example; or more 

precisely, air paths and shipping routes. 

Whenever we want to show proporti-

ons and distances, we need a globe.  

60

Ill.: ROYAL™, Large Floor Globe Savannah Stainless 
Steel polished, 60cm Globe ball

ill. illuminated
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COLUMBUS DUO™
Understanding the world and seeing the connections.

Keeping track of a world where globali-

sation is spreading fast, being better at 

joining the dots, making sense of inter-

national economic, political, cultural 

and ecological ties and spotting them 

– these are central challenges facing 

the upcoming generation. The collabo-

ration between states is increasingly 

challenged by the new mobility of 

individual peoples as well as migration 

flows. The COLUMBUS Student line glo-

bes impart extensive knowledge, offer 

a great price-performance ratio and 

are made to last. Contemporary and 

purist as well as excellently designed, 

they feature a premium Duo™ map. 

Additionally, their digital maps provide 

access to an uncountable amount of 

audio and video content, thanks to 

the COLUMBUS discovery pen*. The 

mount and the surface of the wooden 

base are made of stainless steel on this 

model. Valuable, contemporary and 

durable – a pleasant and helpful com-

panion during school and university. 

*The COLUMBUS discovery pen is op-

tional.

Ill.: DUO™ Student, Desktop Globe 
30cm Globe ball Acrylic

30
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COLUMBUS DUO™
Imparts knowledge, showcases cosmopolitanism and broadens horizons.

The globe Planet Erde offers a unique 

spectrum of geographical as well as as-

tronomical display options: movement 

types of the earth, its orbit around the 

sun in 365 days, its 24-hour rotation, 

its sub-solar point, the movement of 

the sun between the tropics, a time 

zone comparison, sunrises and sunsets, 

a time scale with a 24-hour division 

as well as a scale of the year (ad-

justable with the index mark on any 

given point in time during the course 

of the four seasons). Expert opinions 

often differ. That is not the case here. 

Prof. Dr. Gleissberg, for example, has 

the following to say about this globe: 

‘It provides the most geographical 

and astronomical information which 

can even be offered by a globe alo-

ne’. And Worlddidac, an association 

which promotes and develops didactic 

and pedagogical teaching materials, 

honoured it with the internationally 

renowned Silver Award. Any given day 

of the year can be targeted with the 

index mark on the scale situated on the 

base. The intersection of the respective 

degree of longitude (meridian) with the 

equator shows the time of any location 

on earth thanks to the time meridian. 

Ill.: DUO™, Desktop Globe Planet Earth Day/Night, 
30cm Globe ball Acrylic
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COLUMBUS  
Imagination is more important than knowledge

Imagination is the magical world of 

children. We provide new impulses 

with our gaily coloured children’s globe 

and even among youngsters, we arou-

se curiosity for our world. Playfully 

travelling around our planet, climbing 

the highest mountains, discovering 

wild animals and exploring the im-

pressive buildings of a country – the 

children’s globe with its detailed sym-

bols and the COLUMBUS discovery pen 

can answer any one of the countless 

questions kids ask. Turn on the light 

of the globe and the vibrant colours 

lend the child’s room additional uni-

que feel-good atmosphere. Since we 

endeavour to share knowledge with 

our youngsters already, our COLUM-

BUS Kids programme boasts a remar-

kably good price-performance ratio. 

All models from the Kids programme 

feature a COLUMBUS Explorer pen. 

34

Desktop Globe 

incl. Explorer Pen

129 €

Ill.: COLUMBUS Children Desktop Globe, 
34cm Globe ball Acrylic
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COLUMBUS  MIKADO
Know what is important.

A children’s globe extraordinaire – for 

discerning parents, who want the best 

for their children. The children’s globe 

Mikado™ is the only floor globe for 

children. You don’t have to free up 

any space on a shelf or table because 

the globe with a diameter of 34 cm 

is held up by three coloured wooden 

rods leaning against each other and 

leading down to the ground. They are 

height-adjustable through a change of 

angle. The globe is removable and can 

thus easily be used for playing. The 

globe is virtually unbreakable and is 

manually glued. A modern recharge-

able lithium-ion battery powers the 

LED illumination. The highlight is the 

included COLUMBUS Explorer pen with 

which you can let your globe talk at 

any time. With an added dimension, 

countries, people and adventures are 

narrated, and children are given a 

first vivid impression of the world.

34

Floor Globe 

incl. Explorer Pen

198 €

Ill.: COLUMBUS Children Globe Mikado Floor Globe, 
34cm Globe ball Acrylic
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COLUMBUS Explorer Pen
‘It always seems impossible until someone does it’

With the new elegant pen, which 

we custom-made especially for our 

globes, the intriguing digital world 

of COLUMBUS reveals itself to you. 

To start, simply tap on one of the six 

categories on the included activation 

card. Once you are close to the surface 

of the globe, you will hear interesting 

facts about the individual countries: 

their history, size, population, highest 

peaks and even some information on 

the life expectancy of the people. It 

plays the respective national anthem 

to you and invites you to take a 

quiz around the world, which helps 

you expand your knowledge of the 

world in a playful manner. Or you 

can choose the category ‘Video’ and 

even experience the countries visual-

ly – almost as if you were there. Here, 

the pen connects with your smart-

phone or tablet and sends signals to 

play the respective country’s video.

Discover and experience the 

world like never before.

COLUMBUS – Explorer pen

Your individual world – combinations and variations

Driven by the vision to offer gorgeous 

and detailed hand-made globes, which 

were affordable for every household, 

Paul Oestergaard founded COLUMBUS 

in Berlin in 1909. By doing so, he laid 

the foundation for generations of globe 

makers with passion for their craft.  

Today, COLUMBUS is seen as the lea-

ding brand in their specialised trade 

and an innovator of the entire branch. 

COLUMBUS globes are defined by a 

combination of premium quality in 

the materials used, outstanding crafts-

manship and a passion for the extra-

ordinary, and they give you a better 

understanding of one of the most fa-

scinating planets in the universe – our 

earth. Let yourself be inspired by the 

attractive models we present. General-

ly, the maps are available with almost 

all stands and in almost all sizes. Furt-

hermore, we offer you the possibility 

to personalise your desired globe with 

Swarovski Zirconia. Highlight the places 

which are important and special to you. 

Whether homes, holiday locations 

or dream destinations, honour them 

with a sparkling Swarovski stone. 

Series | Diameter 12 cm 30 cm 34 cm 40 cm 51 cm 60 cm 77 cm 100 cm 200 cm

DUO      * * * *
DUORAMA    * * * *
ROYAL    * * * *
DUO ALBA     * * * *
DUO AZZURRO     * * * *
IMPERIAL * * * *
BLACK SERIES 
ARTLINE * * * * * * *

These variations do not feature the dual map system which 
reveals further information once illuminated.

Länder-
information

Wissens-
wertes

Geschichte National-
hymnen

Quiz Video

?

*
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THE MODELS

There are select mounts in dif-

ferent variations and surfaces 

available for our various maps.

Custom designs are possible upon 

request. You can find further in-

formation on our product range 

on www.columbus-verlag.de/en

Diameter: 34 cm Ø

248 €

Stainless Steel or Brass

Glass Sphere: 378€

Regent Desktop Globes

Regent Floor Globe Mikado Floor Globe

Imperator Globes

Harmony Large Floor Globes

Radiant, Savannah and Magnum Large Floor Globes

Diameter: 30 cm Ø

189 €

Stainless Steel

Diameter: 40 cm Ø

348 €

Stainless Steel or Brass

Glass Sphere: 548€

Diameter: 51 cm Ø

448 €

Stainless Steel

Diameter: 40 cm Ø

498 €

Stainless Steel or Brass

Glass Sphere: 798€

Diameter: 40 cm Ø

398 €

Stainless Steel

Diameter: 40 cm Ø

598 €

Stainless Steel or Brass

Glass

Diameter: 40 cm Ø

898 €

Stainless Steel or Brass

Glass

Diameter: 30 cm Ø

198 €

Stainless Steel-/ Brass 
coloured

Diameter: 30 cm Ø

129 €

Stainless Steel-/ wooden 
base

Student Globes

Diameter: 51 cm Ø

3498 €

American Walnut or Oak

Glass

Diameter: 60 cm Ø

4998 €

American Walnut or Oak

Diameter: 77 cm Ø

7498 €

American Walnut or Oak

Diameter: 60 cm Ø

4998 €

Stainless Steel

Diameter: 60 cm Ø

6498 €

Stainless Steel polished

Diameter: 77 cm Ø

7498 €

Stainless Steel

Diameter: 100 cm Ø

9998 €

Stainless Steel

Explorer Pen

59,90 €

Swarovski Zirconia

+348 €

Diameter: 100 cm Ø

16498 €

American Walnut

Eminence Large Floor Globe
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From the beginning, we have been making glo-
bes which become decade-long companions 
and favourites in their owners‘ home. We feel 
obliged to act in a sustainable and responsible 
manner. We strive to always keep our promises. 
That is why every employee at COLUMBUS acts 
according to these simple yet effective values:

Integrity – we are convinced that business 
should be conducted fairly, honestly and trans-
parently. All our activities must be able to with-
stand the public‘s critical eye. To ensure this, we 
only hire upright employees. Understanding, 
respect, compassion and humanity – our clients 
and employees are important to us – all across 
the world. Everyone should profit from the rela-
tionship with us.

Excellence – ‚Good enough‘ is never good
enough. We always aspire to the highest possible
standards in our work, the quality of our globes
and our services.

Unity – we owe our success to the
strong relationships with our employees,
partners and clients all over the world, where
all partners benefit equally.

‚At COLUMBUS, top-notch engineering,
excellent build quality and
alluring design have always driven
model development‘, explains Alexander Kern,
responsible for the initial sampling
and further development of the globes.
‚We are tasked to perfectly implement the design 
ideas of the team on every single globe. And to 
me, quality is about meeting these standards 
again and again. In the process, we work with 
lots of love and great passion, even on small de-
tails. After all, we are building absolute premium 
products here‘.

OUR VALUES:

COLUMBUS Verlag GmbH & Co. KG | Am Bahnhof 2 | D-72505 Krauchenwies | Tel. +49 (0) 7576 / 96 03 - 0 | www.columbus-verlag.de


